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Disclaimer 

All information, products and services appearing on this website are restricted to users in the 

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region ("HKSAR") and are not intended for users in 

other jurisdictions. Non HKSAR users are responsible for compliance with all applicable laws 

and regulations of their respective jurisdictions. 

Panthertrade (Hong Kong) Limited ("PANTHERTRADE", or "we") endeavors to ensure the 

accuracy and reliability of the information provided, but cannot guarantee its accuracy and 

reliability, and will not be liable for any loss or damage (whether by liability under 

contractual tort or contractual liability or other) arising from any inaccuracy or omission. 

The content and information contained in this website are prepared and interpreted based on 

publicly available information collected from reliable sources. These analyses and 

information have not been independently verified by us and we do not guarantee its accuracy, 

completeness, timeliness or correctness. Any information found on this website should be 

used with caution and as a reference only. PANTHERTRADE shall not be considered to 

lobby any subscriber or visitor to perform any transaction, you shall take responsibility for the 

purchase or sale of the executed transaction. 

PANTHERTRADE has the right but not the obligation to improve or correct any errors or 

omissions in any part of this website. Users may not copy, distribute, sell, publish, broadcast, 

publish, transmit or use the information and content on this website for commercial purposes 

in any way without the written consent from PANTHERTRADE. 

We may make available links from this website to other third party sites. However, we are 

only providing the link and assume no liability for such other sites and the services or content 

provided therein. 

PANTHERTRADE does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any 

information, advertisements or contents contained on, distributed through, or linked, 

downloaded or accessed from any of the services on this website. PANTH ERTRADE is also 

not responsible for the quality assurance of any product or product information that you 

purchase or obtain through advertisements, information or offers on this website.  

PANTHERTRADE does not provide any financial or investment advice. No content on this 

website shall be regarded as a solicitation or recommendation for the purchase or sale of any 

Virtual Assets. PANTHERTRADE shall not be held liable for any financial or non-financial 

losses incurred by your own investing or trading decisions. 
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Investing or trading in Virtual Assets carry high levels of risks, and may not be suitable for 

everyone. 

The information and contents of this website are subject to change without notice. 


